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School Adds Computer System
To Math, Bus. Departments
Spokesmen for the Math ·and
Business Departments of the
University have reported the
addition of an Alwac III-E Computer System to the Accounting
Research Laboratory located in
Xavier.
Mr. Stanley G. Robertson,
Director of the Office of Development, stated that the Computer
System will provide a "great
step forward" for the University,
both among the various departments and in relations with
small local industries. Plans are
presently being carded out to
convert the laboratory in order
to provide the proper conditions
for the System's operation. An
air-conditioning unit will be installed along with special electrical facilities. Following this
renovation a period of time will
be allowed so that each department may gain familiarity with
the computing system.

--------
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'The Four Preps' & 'The Belmonts'
H'Ighi'Ight 1963 Dogwoo
. d Festlva
' I

The computer itself is composed of three separate cabinets,
and is complemented by three
desktop units which provide
control of and communication
with the cOmputer, and round
out the basic Alwac III-E data
processing system. The computer consists ofa magnetic drum
storage unit for programs and
The Four Preps, Capitol redata, ·arithmeticand logic unit, cording stars, will present a conand power supply. The three
units are in separate cabinets cert in the Gymanisum on Sunmounted on casters, each cabinet day afternoon, May 12 as the
containing its own cooling unit. main attraction of ,the 1963 Dog~
The computer performs all wood Festival. In announcing
arithmetic operations and all the ,appearance of the Four
decisions or bmnching opera- Preps, Dogwood Festival Gention by which the system fol- eral Chairman, James White
lows alternative courses in its said, "We are proud to present
program and controls input-out- an attraction of such stature.
put equipment according to the This group puts on a great
requirements of the program, show, and their whole act is
actuating the flexo-writer, a geared for a collegiate audihigh-speed paper tape reader ence."
and a high speed punch card
system and .a magnetic tape
The Preps got their start in
auxiliary service.
show business through a high
Coding the Alwac is easily school talent show in their
learned, arid writing of rouHnes home town of Hollywood, Caliis simplified by a device (the fornia. Ever since their initial
E register) which automatically success on that night in 1955,
modifies the address referenced, they've been in constant deRobert Foy, Vice President of and keeps track of operation mand.In 1957, their first record
the Senior Class, has announced cycles of a preset length.
on the Capitol label, "Dreamy
that the Class Gift Committee
Eyes," was a success, but it was
is laying plans that will lead to
The Computing System was their million selling "26 Miles"
the presentation of a restricted purchased from a firm in Syos- that moved them into the naMemorial Gift to the Building set, L.I., which purchased the tional spotlight in 1958. Soon to
THE FOUR PREPS
Fund of the University.
system seven years ~go for follow was "Big Man," a smash
~>--------------$75,000. The Long Island corpor- f,~ll~w-up to "26 MI·les." These'
The Committee met last week
.
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pus Encore."
the country. It has already apNight Clubs and T.V.
peared on the hit charts and is
In their brief career, they've expected to be in the top ten
made guest appearances on such before long.
television ~howsas Ed Sulliv8;n
The Belmonts are three young
Show, ~rnle Ford Show, Ozzle men from the Bronx, N.Y. The
(Con t on Page 3. Col. 4)
origin of the name they have
,chosen for themselves is found
Office of Development will assist of the University for the next
in the name of the street they
in co-ordinating the progr'am, five to ten years has been comlive on in the Bronx, Belmont
and in establishing contacts out- piled. The. second step -toward
Street.
side of the University.
the achievement of the ,ten milIn February 1958, they joined
The new office is under the lion dollar goal,according to
forees with another young hopedirection of Mr. Stanley G. Mr. Robertson, will be to cultiful singer, Dion. From that point
Robertson of Metuchen, New vate the .different areas of poon, The Belmonts have had
Jersey. Mr. Robertson, a gradu- tential financial support.
Tony Orlando
nothing but success. Dion and
ate of St. John's University,
The new director stressed the
Epic Records recording star The Belmonts turned out hi.t
Class of 1952, is associated with need for suppoI1t from within Tony Orlando, will be perform- after hit and quickly skyrocketthe Robert H. Devlin Company the University in .order to gain ing at the "Springtime" mixer, ed to the top of the recording
of Bronxville, New York. He the respect and support from Friday, March 29.
industry. Among their records
plans to relocate in Fairfield this those outside the University. To
Tony was born in New York were such smash hits as, "Don't
week. He will serve as develop- date there have been three C~ty and now resides in Union Pity Men," "No One Knows,"
ment consultant for this project. moves in this direction. The City, New Jersey. He made his ".Teenager In Love," "I Wonder
The Devlin Company was en- Class of 1962 presented a Me- recording debut with a song Why," and "That's My Desire."
listed last year at the time of morial Gift to the school of called "Halfway to Paradise."
As a result of their amazing
the founding of the University $23,000 at the time of their grad- 'fhis, his first record, gained success- with Dion, The Bel-'
Development -Fund, andpartici- uation last June. In 1961 the nationwide recognition for him monts decided to go out on their
pated as counsultant in the or- annual Alumni Fund was found- as both a singer and performer. own,and they met with imganization of the Alumni Drive, ed, and in the Fall of 1962 the "Halfway ,to Paradise" was fol- mediate success here also.
lowed by a song called "Bless
Senior Class Gifts and the Father's Council.
Their first record after leaving
An initial project for the Di- You." It was this song which
MR. STANLEY G. ROBERTSON Father's Council. The University has established the Devlin rector will be the preparation of led to the making of an album Dion, "Tell Me Why" took the
representative on campus at this a brochure illustrating the Uni- of the same title. "Bless You" nation by storm and established
The' University, in league time in order to keep in step versity's present stage of de- was No.1 in the nation in April 'them as one of the top vocal
with the ten million dollar New with present trends among other velopment,
groups in the country. They foland 'anticipated of 1961.
Horizons program initiated in universities and eolleges.
Tony now devotes a large lowed up "Tell Me Why," with
needs. This "presentation piece"
1962, has establis.hed a permanMr. Robertson explained that will be forwarded to various part of his time to writing, ar- another big seller, "C'mon Little
ent Office of Development for while seeking gifts of money foundations and corporations, ranging and night club perform- Angel," ·and their latest, "Ann
the purpose of exploring and from foundations, corporations, and will be followed by more ing both here and abroad. He is Marie" looks like it might suraduating the VlariouS financial and individuals is a !team effort, detailed literature and by per- presently appearing at the Cafe pass all of their past hits in
potentials available to the .uni- it is advisable to consolidate the sonal contacts.
WHA in Greenwich Village.
popularity.
versity. Announcement of the project in one office in order to
Tony Orlando's latest recordThe Belmonts will highlight
Mr. Robertson stated that his
move was made by the Rev, present the University to the office anticipates rapid progress. ing is a song titled, "Shirley." this evening of twisting with
George S. Mahan, S.J., Assist- public in a way that will add to As plans proceed indications as He plans to make Hollywood another rock 'n roll band, which
ant to the President.
is to be signed in the near
its prestige. The new director, to future construction would be his next stop.
The mixer, sponsored by the future. This is the first year a
Since the formation of the already at work in his office in announced. He s-aid that prioriprogram all activ1ties have been the Gymnasium, began by de- ties as to the type of building Freshman Class, will be opened twist party has been held as
handled by Fr. Mahan's office. termining the needs of the vari- would be forthcoming. "The pro- to all classes. Tickets purchased part of the Dogwood Festival,
However, it has become neces- ous departments of the school. jeot right now," he said, "is to before Friday evening will cost and with the appearance of The
sary at this time to incorporate In line with this study, a full tell the Fairfield story to the $1.75. Admission at the door Belmonts, it is hoped that the
will be $2.00.
event will be a success.
all activities into one office. The report on the academic needs various community publics."

The Four Preps
Close W'kend with
May 12 Concert

Senior Group Meets;
Set~ Class Memorial

Belmonts
Fe·stl·Val TwI·St

Office Of D'evelopment Established
Aidsln$10,000,000ExpansionPlan

Class of '65 Stars
Tony Orlando In
Springtime Jlixer

At
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STUDENT OPINION POJ.JL
By Bob BolIo
QUESTION:
What do you think of the
advisability ofa major academic calendar (including
dances, lectures, club meetings, etc.) set up this year
for next year?
ANSWER:
James Davidson. '64
The integration of campus activity through an academic calendar is necessaI'Y. However, such an undertaking at this time is a
ph Ysic a 1 impossibility.
'Dhere are too many variables involved. The formulati'on of such a calendar
would have to wait until
early next semester.
Joe Burke, '66
It sounds nice and systematic but I don't think
that it would be feasible. I
think there are too many
occasions where conflict
might develop, e.g. our basketball schedule, surprise
assignments, and the affairs
of other colleges. So, let's
leave well en'ough alone.
Gerry McCarthy, '63
I think it is not only advis a b I e, but necessary.
There have been too many
instances during the course
of the past two years when
two activities have been
.scheduled for the same
time and because of the
small size of the school
have hurt the attendance of
one or the other. Although
it is a difficult thing to a'ccompl'ish, any step in this
direction would be to the
benefit of all activities, whether social or intellectual.
Al Vestro, '66
A plan of this sort involves too much furesight.

New Berkshire Club
Plans Glee Club Concert
Another addition to Fairfield's
family of area clubs has arrived.
Last February the Berkshire
Area Club's charter was born
on the Student Council's conference table. It's founders, originally members of the Western
Mass. group, decided to break
away and extend the frontier
of F.U.'s reputation further
north.
Hs officers, Jim Davidson, '64,
Richard Westall, '65, Robert
Reynes, '65, and Jim Kiley, '66,
have already initiated a scouting program. This project entails sending club members to
nearby high schools to interest
prospective juniors and seniors
in a'Mending F.U. They will also
invite all applicants accepted by
Fairfield to the club's sodal
functions during Easter vaca,hon and during the summer.
Next year they plan to cosponsor, along with the local
Knights of Columbus, a Glee
Club Concert. All profits will
finance their first scholarship
fund. Suggestions from more
experienced area clubs are
invited.

Business Club Elects
Costello As New Pres.
Mr. Fitzpatrick, the moderator
of the Business Club has announced the newly elected officers for the coming year. President, Victor Cos,tello; Vice President, Arthur Szepesi; Treasurer,
Carlo OrLando; Financial Chairman, Louis DeRosa; CorrespondiI11g' . Secretary,' Arthur Forte;

By this I mean that firstof
all it will exclude freshman activities and any
other important event that
may come up on the spat,
such as a guest lecturer or
celebrity. It would be igood
for planning ahead both finapdally and time 'wise but
I don't think it could work
unless all functions, including the mixers wen~ put on
by the school as one unit
for the benefit of the sohool
as one body.
Domenick Torrillo, '63
An academic calendar for
the entire year will help
achieve greater "social balance" on campus.
By this I mean that social events can be mare
evenly scheduled· so that
stagnant periods with few
events may be minimiz·ed
and '~bunching" days on
which two, three, or four
events are scheduled may
be eliminated. Thlerefore,
the social events can antidpate greater response from
the students; and also the
student will have more
time to arrange and plan
for attending these functions.
, Of course this major academic calendar must render itself liable to amendment and supplementation.

William Schuck, '65
I don't advise it. I do not
believe that a calendar
could or should be made
up one year before the
events are going to take
place. Everyone can see the
impossibility and the inc'Onceivalbility of undertaking
such a project. WHO can
tell, foresee, or prophesy
what is going to take place
next year? A calendar set
up at the present time for
next year could never be
permanent, absolute, exclusive, if we have any regard
for the growth, development, and advancement of
the university aLall. Would
we tell Carl Sandburg, if
.and when he decided to
come to Fainfield, that we
couldn't use him because
"our calendar has already
been made up for the
year?" I hope not and I
think not. Therefore, let us
have foresight, ingenuity,
adaptability, flexibility, and
order in making up, adopting, and instituting a calendar or, if you like, the
"Fairfield University Calendar."
This is what I suggest: in
May of this year, oI"ganize
a calendar for September
and Octdber of next year.
Then C'ontinue the calendar
simply from month to
month, one month at a

March 27, 1963
,/

Nme, viz., make the calen- cuI t u r a I ("intellectual")
dar up at the end of the events, into a totality, so
month for the eoming that all will readily be
month. 'Dhis monthly uni- available to the students,
versity calendar should ibeand others, and, most imset up, adopted, and insti- portantly, not at the same
tuted bytJhe students, rep- time.
resented by the Student Jim McLaughlin, '64
An academic calendar is
C 0 u n 'C i I, in cooperation
with the administrati'on. an excellent idea but, unThe pur.pose of and reason fortunately, very impractifor this calendar should be cal. W,ith the exceptions of
to coorninate and orner the thefi'rst three mixers in
various activities and fune- September, campus oflgantions on campus, ·i.e., club izations will not have dates
and organization meetings, and events scheduled in
lectures, dances, mixers, time.

(Author of "1 Was a Tem-<age Dwarf," "The Many
.
LotJea of DolM Gillis," etc.)

MARKING ON THE CURVE-AND WHAT
"'0 DO ABOUT IT
Twonkey Crimscott was a professor. Choate Sigafoos was a
sophomore. Twonkey Crimscott was keen cold brilliant.
Choate Sigafoos was loose, vague, adenoidal: Two~ey Crim-·
scott beli~ved in dili~ence, discipline, and marking on the curve.
Choate SIgafoos beheved in elves, Julie London and thirteen
hours of sleep each night.
. '
Yet there came 'a time when Twonkey Crimscott-mentor
sage, 'and savant-was thoroughly outthought, outfoxed, out~
maneuvered, outployed, and out-witted by Choate Sigafoos,
sophomore.

------------~----------

PAC Initiates Political Union
Tentative Legislation"Tested
The permanent criteria for
The University's Public Affairs
Club is attempting to form a membership as of yet have not
political union which, in the been decided upon. Mr. Lawwords of Michael Lawrence, '63, rence suggested that memberwill serve as "a mock legisla- ship might eventually be based
ture." The Union is to be set upon participation. i'n political
up on a temporary basis for the party clubs or possibly by genremainder of this semester. eral student election.
Eventually, it will probably replace ,the older Public Affairs
Club.
SENIOR CLASS
The reason for this move, acMEMORIAL GIFT
cording to Mr. Lawrence, is that
(Con't from Page 1. Col. l)
in recent years the only activity
of the Public Affairs Club has school with a Memorial gift of
been to bring in outside guest $23,000 used, in part, to sponsor
speakers. Due to the lack of a the decoration of .the Campion
club treasury, however, these Lounge which contains a plaque
speakers have not been able to bearing the names of each concompete in quality with those tributor.
of the political party clubs and
On April 5 at the Glee Club
hence, a change seemed in order. concert ih Bridgeport the ComThe purpose of the proposed mittee will announce the parPolitical Union will be similar ticular project which they are
t? tJ1at of an~ student legisla- undertaking for the further exhve body. It WIll enable the stu- I pansion of the University. This
dent to ,get a taste of legislative Iproject will also be recognized
procedure. Bills will be intro- by a plaque.
.
duced, .debates will be f?u~ht,
The Committee stated that
l~ws WIll be 'pas~ed. Its dlstmc- contacts will be made with each
tiVf~ess ~t~stStl~ the ~fc~ th~t, member of the Class in the next'
un 11 e la 1 ~ en . ounCl, l~ WIll week. They emphasized that
d ea. so e y m national and mt~r- while gifts are on a completely·
natlO,nal ~robl.ems,and,. unhke voluntary basis they are hopeful
othel legIslatIve orgam~atlO~s tha,t there will be 100% articirepresent~d on campus, l~ WIll patioI'. in the Class.
p
be compnsed solely of FaIrfield
students,
The Union will be constructed
in
"standard
parliamentary
form." There will be a majority
speaker, minority leader, and
parties.
The Political Affairs Club
plans to have "rigid standards
for admission" into the Union.
Recording Secretary, Al Roach;
and Publicity Chairman, Gene
Casavecchia.
Victor Costello has announced
that on April 4, a talk will be
given by Mr. George Eckstein.
Mr. Eskstein is a Research Associate with Remington Arms
Co. Inc. of Bridgeport. Mr. Eckstein has been in the field of
Industrial Research for thirty
years. His topic will be Creative
Thinking in Industry.

•
fresh taste!

It happened on~ day w~en Choa:te wa~ at the library studying
for one of Mr. Crlmscott s exams m soclOlogy. Mr. Crimscott's
exams were murder-plain, flat murder. They consisted of one
hundred questions, each question having four possible answers
-A, B, C, and D. You had to check the correct answer but the
~ro~ble was that the four choices were so subtly sh~ded, so
lI~tncately worded, that students more clever by far than Choate
Sigafoos were often set to gibbering.
~o on this d~y 9hoate sat in the library poring over his
soclOlogy text, hIS tmy brow furrowed with concentration while
all around him sat the other members of the sociology' class
everyone studying like crazy, everyone scared and" pasty:
Choate looked sadly at their stricken faces. "What a waste!"
he thought. "All this youth, this verve this bounce chained to
musty books in a musty library! We should be out ~inging and
dancing. and cutting didoes on the greensward! Instead we
are here."
" ~hen, ,~uddenly, an absolute gasser of an idea hit Choate.
LIsten! he shouted to his classmates. "Tomorrow when we
take the exam, let's all-everyone of us-check Choice 'A' on
.
every question-everyone of them."
"Huh?" said his classmates.
"Oh, I k!10w"th~t Choi~e 'A' can't be the right answer to
ev~ry questIon, saId Choate. "But what's the difference? Mr.
Cnmscott marks on the curve. If we all check the same answers, then we all get the same score, and everybody in the class
gets a 'C'."
"Hmm," said his classmates.
"So why should we knock ourselves out studying?" said
.
Choate. "Let's get out of here and have a ball!"
So th~y all ran out. and lit Marlboro Cigarettes and had a
ball, as mdeed, you WIll too when you light a Marlboro for if
there ever .was a cigarette to lift the spirit and gladd~n the
heart, to dIspel the shades of night, to knot up the ravelled
sleeve 0'£ ~are, to put spring in your gait and roses in your ,
cheeks,.lt Is.filtered Marlboros-firm and pure and fragrant and
filled With nch, natural, golden tobacco. And what's more this
d~ulin' smoke comes in soft packs that are' actually soft and
flIp-top boxes that actually flip.
.Well sir, the next morning the whole class did what Choate
saId, and, su~e en~ugh, they all got 'C's, and they picked Choate
up and carned hIm on their shoulders and sang "For He's a
Jolly Good ~ellow" and plied ,him with sweetmeats and Marlboros and girls and put on buttons which said "I DOTE ON
CHOATE."
"
But they were celebrating too-soon. Because the next time
shrewd old Mr. Crimscott gave them a test, he did not give
them one hundr~d multip~e choice questions. He only gave
~,he~ one questlOn-to WIt: write a 30,000 word essay on
Cnme Does Not Pay."
"You and your ideas," they said to Choate and tore off his
epaulets and broke his sword and drummed him out of the
~chool. Today, a broken man, he earns a living as a camshaft
m Toledo.
© 1963 Max Shulman

• • •

At the top .of the curve. of smoking pleasure, you'll find
Marlboro Cigarettes, available at every tobacco counter in
all fifty States of the Union.

place. Sunday evening provides
a close to the festival with a
banquet.
The Fairfield Glee Club has
won first place in two of the
last
three
festivals.
John
Each of the eleven clubs par- O'Reilly, president of the club,
ticipating will sing two or three is confident of an excellent
selection~. I~. the ~nale all the' showing by our group. He notes
cl~bs wI~1 JOl~ vOlce~. Sunda~ that it will take an exc~lle.nt
WIll begm wIth a hIgh Mass, group to overcome the FaIrfield
the Glee Club compmition will bid for first place. As in past
be. held S~n.day afternoon. In years, however, competition will
thIS competltlon each Glee Club be keen with Providence Colsings three selections; then a lege, Canisius, St. Bonaventure,
compulsory selection and two Seton Hall, ·St. Peter's, Kings
other optional selections. There College, and St. John's among
will be six judges to decide those represented.
which groups deserve the tro.
_
phies for first, second, and third

Glee 'Club Competition Begins
March 30-> At St. John->s U.
The Fairfield University Glee
Club will participate in the Fifth
Annual Catholic Intercollegiate
-Glee Club Festival. This year the
festival will be held at St.
John's University in J'amaica,
N.Y. Most of the activities will
take place in the St. John's
fieldhouse. The fesotival starts
Saturday, March 30, and will
continue through Sunday, the
31st.
A concert Saoturday evening
is scheduled as the first event.

Canisius Academy
Spring Lectures
Rev. James A. Walsh, S.J., Chairman of the University's Theology department, recently announced the three lectures in Contemporary Theolo~ical Questions for the Canisius Academy's second
annual spring serIes.
.

.

The lectures will open on the first Monday of April and continue
on to the last two Tuesdays. All lectures will be in Gonzaga Hall
AudItOrIUm at 8:30 p.m.
April 1 -

The Layman Faces· Problems of Modern Marriage
Very Rev. George A. Kelly, Ph.D.
Director of the Family Life Bureau,
ArchdIocese of New York
•

April 23 -

Morality - Code of commUmeni?
Mr. Philip Scharper
Managing Editor, Sheed &' Ward
April 30 - HilI!ory and the GOspels
R¢v. John J. Castelot, S.S.
St. Mary's College, Baltimore
Father Kelley is a renowned authority' iiI the counseling and
teaching of marirage. His textbook is currently used by the senior
year Theology course. Married or engaged undergraduates should
find this lecture of particular interest.

Mr. ~charper is the first layman to be invited to .speak at the
Academy s . serIes. At. present, he is touring the country as a
lecturer. HIS lecture WIll focus on the moral problems within the
bUSiness commumty.
lfather Castelot is .a Professor of Sacred S~ripture at St. Mary's,
BaltImore. A Co~necticut native, ~ather has' written several college
texts, one of WhICh IS now used In the freshman year curriculum
for The~logy.
~

S.A.M. Invites Labor
Relations Speakers
Last Monday the new S.A:M.
Labor Relations Seminar, featured as their first speaker John
F. Boette, of Manning, Maxwell
and Moore, Inc. Mr. Boette
spoke of Management's relations
with Organized Labor.
As Director of Industrial Relations, he witnessed recently
the ousting of the incumbent
union by its rival, The Teamsters. He therefore entitled his
presentation, "Now you have a
union - So What!" In explain. ing t,he complexities of labor
transactions, Mr. Boette emphasized the need for bilateral discretion and understanding in all
such exchanges, if the optimum
success is to be realized. Such
success exists only when recog.:
nition is given to the rights of
the Public. Following his presentation, questions Were answered and commented upon,
in light of current Labor Relation practices.
The next Seminar Monday,
April 8 will offer an opposite
perspective. Entitled "Personnel
Relations in a Non-Union Shop,"
it will emphasize the "preventive approach," by which a company constitutes as its conditions of em'ployment, the rights
usually' obtained through union
arbitration. By this tactic the
force is prevented from organizing into a union, and management retains control.
Mr. E. Thomas Borsody, Personnel Director of Harvey Hubbel, Inc., will direct this seminar. As a competitor .in the
electronics field, Harvey Hubbel is u nj que in its lack of
unions and affords an interesting contrast to Manning, Maxwell and Moore. Following his
opening remarks, Mr. Borsody
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will conclude the hour long program by answering questions
and commenting upon contemporary labor issues, including
right to work laws, automation
,displacement, and Bus i n e s s
Ethical Codes.
The Seminars comprise but
one-phase of a diversified program instituted this semester by
the F.U. Chapter of the Society
for Advancement of Management. Planned for the future
are projects, tours, industrial
films, and other self-study pursuits designed to provide the
members ;with a more comprehensive perception and appreciation of American Business,
than is now aff9rded by the
Universitx Curriculum.

Plans 0/ '63 Parents
Weekend Anno·un ed

C
Vincent'" Oliviero, Co-chairman of the . Senior Parents
Weekend; has announced tentative plans for the annual event
! .

.CAMPUS PERSONALITY

around business manager, treasurer, and. secretary.
Tom caine to Fairfield from
his hometown of White Plains,
N.Y., where he attended public
high school, and attained honors during four years. Here at
the University Tom is, logically
er:ough, a candidate for the BBA
degree with his major in accounting. With his college career coming to end Tom is looking forward to law school at
Fordham or Columbia, but
looking back over three and a
half years he described the accounting' course as a "definite
challenge."
Phil. Club Elections
Outside of class Tom is faced
Held; Lecture Planned
again with the tally sheets and
record books. This year he is
On Wednesday, March 19, the
the secretary of the Student
Philosophy Club elected officers
Council, a position to which he
for the coming year. Frank Desucceeded from the office Treasbrot, '64, was elected president
THOMAS FITZGERALD
urer in his Junior year. This
and Victor Urbanowicz, '64, was
year he is also business manager
elected. secretary. The group
By VINCENT TESTA
afterwards discussed the comIt's only money, but probably of the· Manor, and in February
parative concepts of man in so- most members of the Student completed his term with the
ciety inherent in J. D. Salinger's Association ,will never .guess STAG in the same capacity.
Through the years Tom has·
The Calcher in Ihe Rye and how many of their _dollars have
William Golding's Lord of Ihe gone through the hands of Tom been financial chairman of the
Flies. The greater part of the Fitzgerald, '63, Fairfield's all Dogwood Festival, Winter Carnival, and is now handling the
discussion was concehtrated on
money for the forthcoming SenLord of Ihe Flies. and there deDOGWOOD
. ior Week. He is a member (and
veloped several conflicting in-·
•
treasurer, of. course) of Alpha
terpretations of Golding's em(Con I from Page 1. Col. 4)
Sigma Nu, and is active in ,the
phasis on evil in man.
and Harriet and the Dick Clark Business Club, and the Met
The group will meet again on Show. Ihaddition they've. play- Club. He joined the Knights of
April 3 to discuss Nietzsche's ed just about every major night Columbus in' his Sopho'more
Thus Spake Zaralhrusla.
club in the country including year, and was serving· lfll.Hfiat
A lecture by Dr. McCarthy Los Angeles' Coconut Grove, time as treasurer of the Spanof the History Department, "The Hollywood's Crescendo, and the ish Club.
Role of Philosophy in Hjstory," Dunes Hotel in Las Vegas.
Tom's classmates, the men
ill be sponsored by the club
Their college appearances have who during four years have
m the near future.
taken them to every state of turned to him for assistance in
the union, leaving. broken at- all financial matters, report that
Fr. Small Lectures
tendance ercords in their wake. he always is on the spot, and
E I Ph·l·
h
In recent appearances at the
(Con·t on Page 5. CoL 5)
n
ar y
I OSOp Y
UniveJ.1Sity of Minnesota, UniOn the evening of March 20, versirty of Illinois, and the Uni-I ..--::::::::::::::::::::::::..-...
Tickets for the 1963 Dogthe Public Affairs Club present- versity of South Dakota, they
ed the first of a series of lec- play to "capacity plus" crowds. wood Fesfival will go on s·ale
tures, entitled "The Origins and. The Preps combine smooth April 3 at the ticket booth in
Xavier Hall and during dinDevelopments of Political Philo- vocal blend quick wit, and an
ner in Loyola Hall. Following
sophy." Rev. Francis A. Small,
S.J., gave the initial address. uncanny sense of timing to pre- is the breakdown of the
sent an amusing .and entertainFather Small traced the early ing show that has made them events and tht:!ir prices:
evolution of political thought up the rage of college set from
$7.00
Prom.
to and including Plato and coast to coast. Their Fairfield Posl Prom
4.00
Aristotle.
apPearance will be their first Picnic
5.00
Plato's conception of the ideal Eastern appearance in quite a Twist Party
5.00
state was, in Fr. Small's words, while.
Communion Breakfast . 3.00
"liberal." Its purpose should be
6.00
to help men live the good life,
Their recent hit record "More Concert .

I

I

:v

o

Le. a life of justice, in which
his natural capacities can reach
their full development.
There should not be any need
for laws. The philosopher-king
would make all decI'sl'ons l'n the
light of his knowledge of "the
Perfect good."
This admittedly is . purely
idealistic. Hence Plato devised
"The Second Best State." This

. government

is "a harmonious
combination of democratic and
monarchic tendencies." Law,
private property, and permanent monogamous marirages are
reintroduced.

Money For You and Me" is a
good example of the versatility
of The Preps. In it, The Preps
spin off amazingly accurate imitations of other vocal groups
ranging from The Fleetwoods to
the Kingston Torio. One of the
groups included in their imitations is the Belmonts, who will
appear as part of the Dogwood
entertainment
on
Saturday,
M y 11
a
.
TI'ckets for "The Four Preps
in Concert" are priced at $3.00
and may be obtained .at the
ticket booth in Xavier Cafeteria
beginning April 3. Reserved

Total
Package

Dea~

...... $30.00
$24.00

Sub Package Deal for
Prom and Posl Prom $9.00
-Reserve ticke·fs for Ihe
Concerl will also be sold al
$3.50 per fickel.

I

-Package Deal down paymenls o,f $5.00 will be accepled after April 3. with the
balance due Mav 1.
-No individual Prom tickels will go on sale until May
1. This is to assure Ihose who
purchase a Package Deal a
table at the Prom.

which will be held this year I ~~(~c~0~n~'t~0~n~p~a;g~e~5;.;;;;Co;;I;.~4~);;;;;;;;~s~ea~t~s~a~re~$~3~.~50~.~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~~~~;;;;~~~~~~~~~
on May 4 and 5.
II
At present the schedule includes registration and tea on
the afternoon of the fourth. In
the evening a social or possibly
a dance will be held. Immediately following Mass in Loyola Chapel on Sunday morning
there will be a communion
breakfast in Berchmans' Hall.
The final event will be a Glee
Club concert in the late afternoon.
Mr. Oliviero emphasized that
all activities this year are to
take place on campus. In this
way he feels that the 'purpose,
"to actively include the senior's
Open Daily 7 a.m. to 6 p.m. & Fri.Eve.
parents in the final day/s of
their son's stay at Fairfield,"
may be more fittingly implemented.
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any problem. For the student who
argues by comparision with secular
schools, the secular school is concerned with truth, but not necessarily
good. The Catholic school must be
concerned with truth and good. simply because it is concerned with both
the in,tellect and the will.
The definition of Catholic, accordc
Gentlemen:
ing to the minority, demands a cerAs founder and total policy-setter for
tain
spiritual
and
intellectual
maturOfficially, compulsory Mass atCatholic is one who does not break
New Frontiers. I had not previously
ity of the students. If, the student is
the elementary precepts of the Churdl
tendance \las been suspended for the
known that it was an exclusively unnot mature enough to see, the full
Lenten liturgical season. Unofficially,
concerning Sunday Mass attendance,
dergraduate periodical. May I thank
ramifications
of
his
commitment
as
a
Easter duty, and so forth. The posithe debate to compel or not to
you and Mr. Carmen Donnarumma for
Catholic.
then
he
is
given
the
option
tion of the minority (those favoring
compel still wages on into the
setting me straight?
of being a Citholic or not being
compulsion) is that this does not fulearly morning hours. The contestants
. Sincerely yours.
Catholic. The "cold" Catholics may
fill the definition of Catholic layman.
are few now that the majority, apJohn L. Bonn. S.J.
move off-campus; the "hot" CathoSuch a person is no more a Catholic
parently, have decided that attendlics may stay on-campus; the "lukethan a man wearing a uniform and
ance should be at the student's choice.
warm" Catholics will be vomited offcarrying a rifle is a ,soldier.
The apparent minority, who favor
campus without choice.
The present situation with 'comthe compulsion, may reinstate the
pulsion is simply this. The Catholic , The LAYMAN, the Sodality's
obligation, since they are more likely
To the Editor:
publication, appeared (Vol. 11, No..
may attend Fairfield University as a
in authoritative positions. Some
I would like to start a rumor that
I) with a Questionnaire in which
day-hop or an off-campus boarder
doubt exists as to whether this edithe kitchen staff is very likely to be
several
students
unanimously
agreed
without being compelled to attend
torial or the present debate would
the next group on Cilmpus ,to strike that compulsory Mass should cease.
Mass. But, if a student wishes to
have ever occurred if this minority
this time against the students. Unless
The
irony
of
the
opinions
and
there is a ,great increase in the number
board on-campus, he must implicitly
was more vociferous in explaining
the present majority's position is Jhat
of students who are willing to clean
submit to the command to go to
the motivations for compulsory
they establish a far more mature attiupaiiter themselves in the cafeteria,
Mass. He is the 20-year-old Catholic
Mass, rather than the contemporaneI would urge all ,those members of the
tude in the students than actually
collegian; he should go to Mass withous muteness.
student body who are not used to act-,
exists in fact. A Catholic collegian
out any system to pressure him. But
For the serious disputants, the root
ing as if they lived in a barn to supattending
a
liturgical
function.
once
question is not the surface issue of
the statistics show that without comport such a' strike.
a
week
is
blatantly
ignorant
or
pulsion, students do not go to Mass.
compulsion, but the synchronous
I'm not squeaky clean either, but
hypocritically refusing the 'responsi- , none of us wants to bea dirty bird.
concept of what should the Catholic
Thousands of Communions are not
bilities he accepts in using his freedom
layman be? What is a Catholic?
distributed in the schools that have
Sincerely,
to worship as a Catholic.
dropped the compulsion rule.
What are the responsibilities of being
Gil Casso '64.
It is ~lso ironic that the questionFor those who do attend Mass,
a Catholic?
ed should posit such a mediocre
'T"he majority believes that the the compulsory rule should not be sta,ndaid
for a Catholic in an instituREQUIESCAT IN PACE
tion founded to produce excellent"
The EditQra and daft of the STAG wUh
to extend their sympathy to Rav. John
Catholics.
'
Ryan. S.J.. on the death of his father,
Hence. this editorial does not stand
Dr. John ,Ryan of Auburndale. Mau.
simply 'as a defense of a system. This
thesis' is a challenge to the major!ty~
causing a public scandal, it is time
Students from Catholic colleges
who' would not accept their' full r~
L.1'; PUBLICATION SCHEDULE'
throughout the East converged (>n
for Catholic colleges to take another
sponsibility as Catholics. And thi's
laue of AprU';10.
1963
New York City two weeks ago to
:.
;.
look at the value of participating in
chaJ{enge to responsibility cannot anF. tl}: (,'" .
_
.
.
honor the great saint of Ireland.
~4:/1' "- New and Sports assignments, 3 p.m.
has :o,ot, , in fact. been answered, byt , ,j',r. Editors Meeting, 6 p.m:
the
celebration.
We
think
that
when
Since it was St. Patrick who brought
individual choice. It is only through
the feastday of a saint is celebrated
.
.
h'
4/3 - Deadline for Features, Letters-to-thethe Faith to Ireland and the Irish
. Editor, Editorial, 4 p.m.
'
a community commltment-t rough
by
public
orgies,
it
is
time
to
halt'
who were greatly responsible for
compulsion-that
all
the
individuals
4/4
_
Editorial
Board
meeting,
6:30 p.m.,
the
celebration.
establishing the Faith in this country,
will see and even have the opportunCampion Conference Room. '
We do not object to 'college stuwe see every reason for Catholic stuitfj to make, ,the choice to be a CathoNews and Sports Deadline,3 p.m.
dents enjoying themselves, but if endents to celebrate his feast.
lic or not.
' 4/5 - Layout staff rep",'t fo> proofreading
joyment includes the destruction of.
,We see no reason why Irishmen
The argument favoring freedom of
a~d headline wr',ang, 3 p.".
.
should not display their devotion to
thousands of dollars worth of pro- f· individual choice arid the argumeht , 4/7 - Final Layout, 3 p.m.,
'
perty, excessive drinking, the reported' positing the offering of Mass oq.lY'.3'!.479'- Page proof. ~t the Town'Cri~r, 12 noon.
their patron saint and the 'Ole Sod'
suicide of a seventeen year old girl
by 'the wearing of the green' and
by ,those thoroughly committed ;to, .- 4jlp,- Circulatior,
,_
last year, and rumors of three suicides
strutting up Fifth Avenue. We
being Catholic are irresponsible ~n'~.:) .-'-...,,-;-----,-~----'----'-'--
would not agree with the Paulist ,this year caused when students ac- .swers to the community pro,blem.,,", .
All leUen-to-the-Edltor must' be I
cepted a dare to jump from a hotel
priest who objected to this parade as
Thu$, although this editorial, fav~·
turned into the Office, one week bewindow, we can not remain silent.
a show of Catholic strength. Howors comp1,llsory Mass attendance for"
fore publication date. They must be
We believe it is time for the adminever, we must object to the display
at least the freshmen. sophomores,
typewriUen double-spaced. and an
istrators of Catholic colleges to formmade by Catholic students which
, subject to deleUon or rejection by the'
and juniors, twice per week; .. it dries'
was not a 'display of strength, but of, ulate a firm and united policy with
EclUor. No' leUers IlflI returnable.
not request that the obligation be
regard' to their students' participamoral weakness and social immaable to be fulfilled at anyone of the
tion in the St. Patrick"s Day celeturity.
daily \ Masses, including the '4 :4t~:
Any student 'wiahing to' join, 'tha
brations.
'
When having a good time means
,STAG staff should leave his name
p.I].1. Mass which the STAG has-:~.tr..,.,
and phone number at the Office, (CI01)
ready requested to be made' a ye~r~.,,~
or with any Editor.
to promote worthwhile events is
round
s~rvice.
.
.. :'. "'"
'
£, ..1 L_~.lJ
lacking; perhaps it is deemed too trite
an activity to merit the interest need- , , ..
N
ed to ~ponsor il program; or perhaps, '
as
ASN 'member stated, is an'
Honor Society and is not obliged to
One of the student activities indi- •fulfill the purposes set up .by the
viduated this yearby its, inactivity is
members themselves. If this is the
:7
Alpha Sigma Nu, the Fairfield Unicase, the school has been deceived.
. ,
"o', j [t."
versity chapter of the National
p\lqli;shed ,bi-weekly by Students of Fairfield University during regular university year,
Alpha Sigma Nu owes an explanaHonor 'Society of J e~uit College'
except during holiday and examination'periods. ,The subscription rate is two dollars and
tion to the university. It is hoped
fifty cents per y'ear: addte~ -,- Box 913, c;ampi?n HalL,
'
students.
that this explanation' will soon be
Represented for, ,National, Advertlaing by
ASN presen ted one function this ; forthcoming.
NaUonai Ad;e~tklng :Service, Inc.
year National RecollectionsOffice: Campion 101-102, Phon~', ci;. 6~101i. Ext. 307 (Editor: CL 9-9162)
which took place on October 18 and
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
19, 1962. According to a spokesman
VINCENT a.,.n'ALESSANDRO
for Alpha Sigma N u at the time of
this' three-part literary program,
EDITORIAL BOARD
PRODUCTION!-+< JAY L. LA CROIX
National Recollections was offered as
PERSONNEL - RICHARD M. LAWLESS
a part of ASN's continuing effort to
"foster a deeper knowledge and ap\ BUSINESS - JEFF <?LAIRMONT
The STAG, like all college newspreciation of all the arts."
papers, is not a literary publication,
CIRCULATION - THOMAS' EHMAN, ROBERT BOLLO'
(New Frontiers) and it is time that
If one continues to read the article
EDITORIALS - James C. Moore, Gene Massey, Peter L. Goss,
John Scott, Dale A, McNulty
we got this matter of "journalese"
where these quotations are found
clear. The language of our newspaper
(the October 24, 1962 issue of the
EDITORS '
STAG) he will come across this
is;'Aot the hasty, sloven I y, and sen saNEWS
ADVERTISING
LAYOUT
JOHN CRAIG
item: ". . . the aim of ASN, which
t~l writing that is to be found in
THOMAS CALDERWOOD, JR.
WILLIAM FLAHIVE
is to provide an 'unclinical and unsome carelessly edited newspapers. It
FEATURES
SPORTS
PHOTO
DAVID S. AURANDT
is good, modern English; typical of
diluted understanding of Art so that
PETER GARRY
ROBERT VUOLO
JOSEPH
CARD
every man's 'life may be enriched'." all good writing.
Assistant Sports Editor
Assisiant News Editor
Jeff Campbell
Assistants
to
the Editor
The newspaper story differs from
Finally, in the 1962 edition of the
Thomas Cook
Thomas Finn, Robert Ross
S~ial News
M anot", the purpose of the Arts other forms of good, modern English
,~l Cass
Forum of ASN is clearly stated:, in that it consists of a greater simFACULTY MODERATOR
" . . . which was devoted to the explicity, directness, and conciseness.
REV. RICHARD COSTELLO, S.J.
tension of the fine arts."
The leisurely pace of the Freshman
It is evident that Alpha Sigma Nu
essay is avoided, as is the full blown
STAFF
has not fulfilled the above-mentioned
style which employs repetitious
Photo:
Dennis
Dickinson.
purposes. One can only speculate as
speech and rhetorical devices. A newsNews: John Timmel. Robert Bolio. Vincent Testa, John Geraghty, Sean Maloney, Stephen_
O'Neil, William Burns. Peter Burlinson. Albert Thomas, Claude Frechette, Kirk
to the reasons for this inactivity; perpaper story does not resemble the
Stokes. Edward Schuck. Thomas Schlueter.
haps the officers, who are also officers
heavy and scholarly term paper, and
Layout: Robert Mazzochi. Richard Meehan, Michael Fix. Alfred Roach.
Features: William Garland. Leo Paquette. Gary Bombardier, Kevin Ecclesine.
in other major activities, do not have
it never i n v 0 I v e s "weighty
Sports: Patrick Hurley, Walter Donnelly, Joseph Flatley,
Transportation: Robert Bolio, James Davidson,
the time to devote to ASN activity;
thoughts" expressed in Scholastic
perhaps the lack of funds necessary
philosophic jargon.

Editorial Commentary'
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Club Sponsors
Waterbury Philharmonic Concert Features Valley
Glee. Club Concert
Professor John Bonn, Father Of Rev. Bonn

K of C NOTES
At the March 20 meeting of
the Knights of Columbus Fraternal Achtivities Chairm·an,
Jeff Clairmont, presented the
Knight of the Month Award to
Brother Dan Smothergill. The
presentation of the award to the
First Trustee has been long
awaited by all the brothers.
Recently, Dan headed up the
Nominating Committee which
has the tedious job of suggesting a slate of officers for the
coming year. Dan is in his fourth
year with the Ignatian Council,
and has served as Recording
Secretary for the Council. Brother Clairmont, in making the
Award, named Br. Smothergill,
"our Council's most energetic
member."

On Sunday, March 10, 1963, austere tutelage of the famed
the neighboring Waterbury Phil- Leschetizfri and Prof. Hauser in
harmonic Society under the ba- Germany; Mr. Bonn, who has
performed as soloist on the piano
ton of Mario DiCecco, presented and organ, claims as one of his
a program' featuring works by possessions the Music Portfolio
Dvorak, Beethoven, and Bonn. of Franz Liszt; he is the father
The opening work of Dvorak of Fairfield's famous author, lecwas the extremely popular From turer and educator, Rev. John
The New World his symphony L. Bonn, S.J.; an honorary memNo. 5 Cp. 93. An augmented bel' of the Mattatuck Musical Art
orchestra, paying careful atten- Society, Waterbury; Member of
tion to the American Negro the Board of Directors WaterInspirational themes, integrated bury Philharmonic Society.
Dvorak's own Bohemian rhythms with those spirituals-which
His original compositions in, appear so melodiously muted in clude: The Mass in Honor of St:
the first and second movements. Margaret; Ave Maria; Two Set· gs 0 f D"Ivme p
'
V'd'
* * *
The theme for English horn t m
raIses;
1 1
At the same meeting, Br.
DANIEL SMOTHERGILL
which appears in the second Aquam; Puer Natus; Introit of
Smothergill, in his capacity of
movement, scored Largo, is Christmas and many private
Chairman of the Nominating ternal night for this semester. worth special mention. The solo- themes and manuscripts.
Committee, named the thirteen Chairman of the Fraternal Ac-' ist, William Ulrich, performed
As is Prof. Bonn's intention
men whom the Committee se- tivities Committee, Jeff Clair- the famous -"Goin' Home" re- this comparatively short Mass
lects to hold office in the coming mont, has contracted for the Q frain with noteworthy skill and is just as solemn and festive as
year. The nominations come into Room in Fai~eld for the eve- emotion. After a lively idea pre- the larger Masses which have
the Council in the form of sug- ning. The Room has been ob- sented by the oboe and flute been abandoned by the Church
gestions, and at the April 3 tained exclusively for the answered' by the clarinet, the as entirely unsuitable to her
meeting of the entire Council' Knights of Co'lumbus, and only symphony concludes with the liturgy.
next year's officers will be those Brothers who have signed l'Ousing, marching, recollections Mass in Honor of St. Margaret
elected.
up for - the event will be ad- which have now become the
The Mass is divided into five
.* * *
,mitted. There will bel no charge most frequently heard move- sections following the partitionOn Sunday, March 31, the to any of the; brothers for the I ment from the work.
ing of the stationary prayers of
Council will hold its first Fra-; affair.
Concerto No.3
the Mass. After a prayerful inLeonard Seeber, a nationally tro~uction, throu~h' the tenors
THE
known pianist and Assistant agamst. bass ~yne, ~,he. chorus
Professor of Music at the Uni- erupts mto the Joyful et m terra
versity of Connecticut, per- pa~ ~ominibus" of th.e Gloria.
formed the Concerto No 3 in C ThIS IS the mood estabhshed and
minor for piano and o~chestra sustained throughout the Gloria
Leo Paquette
by Beethoven. Although this by the contrapuntal development
J .
concerto I;lCks the compelling of the orchestra an~ chorus. The
r
,j,l..
-;..
, orchestral sonority of the Bee- Sanctus a~d BeJ.ledlctus and the

I

I

ONION PATCH

The ~airfield University Glee
Club wilt make its fifteenth annual appearance in a concert
sponsored by the y,alley Club
April 6, at 8:15 p.m. at the
Ansonia High School Auditorium.
Thomas Walsh, '6'3, president
of the Valley Club, said the purpose of the concert was to raise
funds for scholarships for students of the Nauga'tuck area
planning to attend F'airfield
University. Seventeen students
have attended the University on
scholarships awarded by the
Yalley Club with the proceeds
of past concerts.

Mendel Club DI'scloses
Private Experiments
Of Biology Department
What do biology te'achers do
in their spare time? That will
b e one of the' highlights of the
Mendel Club's April news bulletin. It will reveal the findings
of private experiments now being carried on by our biology
professors. Meanwhile the STAG
h
b
v~w: een given this sneak preDr. Donald Ross has adopted
a family of Japanese beetles
with a grant from the Society
of the Sigma XI (an honorary
fraternity of scientists). He
hopes to reveal how changes in
amino-acid-turnover playa part
in the development of insects.
. Moving to the vermin family,
we find Dr. John Klimas working with albino rats under a

. . . and if. everyone read just one little onici'd Patch, what a thoven 5th it still retains the Agnus Del mUSIcally create the grant from the U.S. Public
bright world this would be.
d
~
sparkling s~lo runs. Mr. Seeber internal ?~ace.of the ce~estial Health Service. With data al:ro, my wa! of thin~ing,. t~e mos,t .imR0:tan\aspect of a l~ni- was lyrical in his interpretation host admmlste~mg to ChrISt. I?, ready collected over a two-year
verslty s role m educatIOn 15 ItS relatIOnshIp t9,)the .commumty. of the Largo and rigorously conce~t formatIOn the Credo IS period a future analysis may
I say this because a proper community relationship encompasses athletic in his exposiJtlon of the effechvely used as a finale. The show whether certain physioall the aims of a university- and its students, and implies a need last movement, the 'Rondo. These Credo is intended to be a thor- logical functions change with
for excellence in all f i e l d s ' l personal nuances provided a ough dev:elopment of ~~e conce?t aging in the rat.
Now, what about Fairfield University of St. Robert Bellar- fresh, attentive interpretation of the faIth of Cath?hclsm. ThIS,
Dr. Klimas has also conducted
mine, an institution that draws its very name from the surround- which, as the first movement, Prof. Bonn has at~amed through a Student Research Participaing comm~nity? And ~airfield County, that famed storehouse may have been' scored Conbrio. the use of a IJ.laJor fugue-the tion project to determine the
of financial and intellectual wealth?
Prof. John L. Bonn
symbol of rousmg strength sta- effect of aspirin or glucose abThe March issue of Connecticut Life Magazine
a supplement
. h'IghI"Ight 0f th
I .
ted
in a restrained intellectual
sorption. During their experi"
.
_,' Th e.
. e evemng
manner'.
to .some 39 weekly n~wspapers, features ca ver,r! .&ood s~chon on W/iS tl).e performance of Pro"
. .
ments an aspirin tablet was alFaIrfield County. Thl5 feature exposes a few myths about the fessor John L Bonn's Mass in
Prof. Bonn s Mass heard m ItS lowed' to remain in a rat's inaffluent society of the Westport set,_and posit'i' some very good Hono~ of St. ,Margaret. It was entirety proved to be nothing testine for one hour, but the
asp~cts about li~e in this part of the state. For one thing, wealth performed. in . conjunction with les~ than a stirri~g J?usical evo- participating students. detected
has 'not necessanly led to deca~ence, as some of the modern dime- the voices of the Waterbury catIOn. of t~e pnnclplE:s of the no significant effect. HOwever,
store nov:ls,would!l,ave us beheve. For the most part the county Community Choir. The actual Cathohc faIth.
Peter Krenicky, '63, suggested
has used ItS ~ealth to ?romote an infinite number of imaginative performance (of the Mass was
On April 20, Maestro DiCecco that aspirin be administered to
and worthwhIle P~J;SUlt~.
.
,; •
preceded by the presentation of and the Waterbury Philhar- the rat daily for 30 days lliead. One of the .artlcles. l.n the sechon stat~s: '\$!:lJ,e ~ounty's pur- a plaque, by the Mayor of Wa- monic will present Grofe's The' ache or no head'ache). This idea
SUlt of the .arts IS P;Odl~WUS, even thoug~ It has neIther a, large, terbury, to Prof. Bonn honoring Grand Canyon Suite, .The Wif- was weIi received, and the Nalong-estabhs~ed umver~~ty, ~o~ a large cIty central to the whb~e his more than fifty years of per- f~npofs of 1963, Vaughn Wil- tional Science' Foundation' will
a~~a. to? prOVIde a base.. ThIS IS ~rue.. But do y:q.u see the pOSSl- Iformance and composition as the hams Fantasia on Greensleeves sponsor work on this project
blhhes. And :where F~urfi~ld Umverslt~ c~mes! ~n?
.
'organist aLSJ. ;MargaretChurcIi and the Smetana Tone Poem, Die' during the summer-.
In o~der fo~ a umverslty t~ fill thlS gap, _~:?weve~ It must in the tow~ of. Waterbury. Mr. Moldau. For ticket information
Dr. Frank J. Rice spent quite
broade~ ItS. hOrIzons and ope? .1!S ~yes to, see ItS en,vlronment. Bonn, an incoIl).parable non;:lgen- phone ,756-1711 or write P.O. Box a f~w years of research out
T~e un,lverslty must take .th~ ImtlatlV~. :-~~:~h~p~st thl5 area has arian, personally accepted the 903, Waterbury, Conn.
West before coming here. As a
. Qeen grossly,.neglected by Fall'~eld Umv:erslty...;;Jf-(!), a lesser extent· award among' 'the applauds of
result, he is about to publish a
the commumty has been negllgent.
"
.
an audience which contained
book on genetics of livestock
How J?a~y of us' are .the least. b~t.':(jIl:X.l!lttr~'with ~airfield many of' his personal friends,
Fr. Small Lectu~es
improvement. It will arrive in
County, WIth ~ts problems, ItS potenhahtlesi,-~t~~':in~~rests, ItS peo- musical associates".and students,
(Con't from Page 3, CoL 3)
the bookstore late spring or
pIe, or even It~.geo~raphy? And convers.ely;".l},.q.w many of the past and'present. t
early summer.
~53,000 people Ul thIS county are aware of F~.lrJield University,
.
.
..
Aristotle is also found "liber-_
ItS problems, intel;ests, and potentialities? . :._;<J;'
From the numerous dlstmc- al." Government must strive
, PERSONALITY
A very limited amount of spadeworkh~sbeen initiated as tions which pervade the life of for the creation of the good life.
it should, on a "people to people" basis. Student CCD instructo~s Mr. Bonn, some highligh~ in- Hence Aristotle would disagree
(Con't from Page 3, CoL 4)
help out several parishes in the area; other"'c'o'ntacts have been clude: His' pirth ,in 1871 and with the view that government has succeeded in balancing the
made by the political and business clubs. Elit'on the whole our shortly after (7 yrs.) his fl.rst is a necessary evil.
books without being miserly.
'record has been one of isolationism.'
instruction on the piano. TIl,s
The. next lecture entitled
While in his room counting
A few weeks ago a student remarked to me'that there is a study was 'advanc~d under the. "From the Greeks To Machia- out the cash Tom enjoys listenhostile attitude on the part of townsfolk 10viarCl':our students. We
velli," will be given by Fr. ing to all types of popular mUSic
contribute our services, such as the blood' bank, tCD instructors,
COLLEGE. BOWL
St;-;all on March 27, at 7:00 p.m. -favorite song: "Who wants to
1O I. _
even our pond and hills as a neighborhood playground, not to
in
be a Millionaire?:'.._
mention the outside money we bring to the town; but we receive
,REMATCH WITH
r-~~(
iiiiiio__iiiiiioiiiiiio......__iiioiiio.....
......
~
nathing in return. I agree to some extent. But. when has the
A
university ever asked anything of the community,or even made
'LBERTUS SET
the community aware that Fairfield University exists and has
Fairfield's College Bowl team
problems?
recently received a letter from
No, we go on in the true spirit of rugged individualism stick- Albertus Magnus College at
ing to our 200 acre is~and, pointing at each other and lan-:enting I New Haven requesting a rethe ghetto of Catholic education. Talk about Catholic activity! match to be held April 4 at New
International awareness? We aren't even aware of our own back Haven. The invitation has been
yard. Our problem is not one of apathy. It is one of direction. accepted.
"The Store
the Stars"
There is so much to 'be done in this area of community activity
Due to Wake Forest's losing
and public relationship.
to Kenyon on the television
.What's more, if we undertook this endeavor, we would have College Bowl, Fairfield can exa VIrtual corner on the market. If we had a proper community pect a five-week delay in aprelationship I could envision a productive lecture series, an active pearing on that program.
theatrical and arts program, and a more practical realization of
the meaningfulness of a university education.
. If we undertake such a program with an unselfish attitude
Fairfield Laundromat
of benefiting the community, we ourselves would benefit.
A vacuum exists which we could well fill. The field is open
CLOTHES
to us. Only our timidity holds us back.
WASHED - DRIED
Motto of the Week: No University is an island, ..

X- __.....

=.....

.Clampett's Sport Center
0/

Featuring A Complete Line of
Wilson Golf Equipnlent and

AND FOLDED
Fairfield's Newest
and Finest
. Pocket Billiards Parlor
Invites You
To Stop In

THE Q ROOM
1137 POST ROAD

TAP ROOM

RESTAURANT

Bancroft Tennis Rackets

REASONABLE RATES
1227 Post Road

Fairfield

1555 Post Road

Fairfield, Conn.

CL 9-5846

Opp. Post Office

\
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THE SP.OTLIGHT
by JEFF CAMPBELL
Once again, the Providence
Friars are NIT Champions, following an 81-66 victory over a
hustling, but small Canisius
squad. Paced by th~ hot shooting .of Ray Flynn, this year's
Most Valuable Player of the
Tournament, and the classy allaround play of Jim Stone, the
Friars proved to be just too
much for Cansius to handle. Bill
O'Connor, Canisius' great center, was hampered by the height
a d van tag e of Providence's
Thompson and Kovalski, and
the Griffins' outside shooting
failed to provide the margin of
victory.

down south report that they
can't lose this year. Joe Pepitone
has been playing well at first
base and looks like this year
will be his year to make it in
the majors. That would make
th3lt Skowron trade look very
good indeed.

• • •

Down in St. Petersburg, the
New York Mets are frantically
trying to build a pitching staff
around .Al Jackson, Jay Hook
and Roger Craig. They are also
seeking a lefty slugger, but
neither goal seems within their
reach at this time. It may be
that they have nothing much in
the way of trade bait. Meanwhile, Flushing Stadium won't
be completed until mid-summer.
To add to their other headaches,
the Mets are now homeless.
What now, Stengel?

up a notch or two. Maybe next
year

• • •
Cassius Clay failed to follow
up on his prediction to knock
out Doug Jones in four rounds
on MaI'Ch 13th and had to settle
for an unpopular decision. The
brash Kentuckian may not have
proven himself a true prophet
but he did sell out the Garden.
Promotor Teddy Brenner, inspired by this showing and the unpopularity of the decision would
like to run a rematch in Yankee Stadium this June.

NetmenAnticipate
Outdoor Workout

I

Stag Baseball Squad Prepares
For Season Opener, April 6th

withouthatmful stimulants

SPORTS PERSONALITY
I

• • •

Eddie Machen, who had been
hospitalized for a mental breakdown several months ago, 'was
recently released and plans to
start fighting again. This adds
to Champion Sonny Liston's
roll of contenders. Besides Machen, Clay, Floyd Patterson,
• • •
Harold Johnson, Ingemar JoThe New York Yankees have
hannson and Cleveland Wilbeen losing steadily in this winliams are waiting in line for a
ter's Grapefruit League, but
chance at the crown. Liston
this has come to be expected.
gives off the impression that all
Those following the Houkmen
• • •
they'll have is a chance. HowIn the NBA, it looks like ever, Sonny injured his knee
Boston and Los Angeles will be swinging a golf club some weeks
going for the big money again ago and may have to postpone
this year. Once more the lowly his return go with Patterson.
Knicks have finished in last This will give Clay an opporWith the coming of warmer place in the Eastern Division. tunity to test his skills against
weather, Fr. James Ring's Ten- They still lack that one good some leg~timate heavyweights
nis Team will be getting ready I.'_'b_i_g_-_m_a_n_'_'_th_a_t_c_ou_ld_p_u_s_h_t_h_e_m
_ _b_e_fo_r_e_h_e_is_g_i_v_e_n_a_ti_tl_e_fi_g_h_t.
to move outside to play on the
school's four asphalt COUI'ts after
having completed three months
of indoor practice in the back
gym. The Stag netmen who last
year posted a 4-2 record now
have an expanded and stronger
schedule. The addition of Holy
Cross, Providence, and Fordham
to the schedule will :nake a winning record a much tougher task
since only two strong teams
were faced last year, namely, U.
of Mass. and St. Peter's.
Fr. Ring will not pick his
team until the outdoor tryouts,
but the nucleus of the squad, it
seems will be chosen .from those
who have participated in the
pre-season' indoor
workouts.
These include Gerry Magner,
Matt Carroll, Jim Poole, Nick
Ovidow, Gerry McGuirk, Dick
Westall, Leo Paquette, Quentin
Greeley, Walt Donnelly, and
George Krug.
Photo by Jay Card
Freshman Brian Tart has been
Dick
Robinson,
Joe
D'Agostin,
and
Paul
Simko
are among those
working out with the team but
is ineligible this year and will limbering up their arms in a recent indoor workout.
not play due to a lack of a
Freshman Team.
Fr. Ring is cautiously optimistic about his team's chances,
but with four out of six singles
players returning, namely, Mag,
ner, Carroll, Donnelly and
After more than two full factor in determining the conPoole, and with the advantage
of indoor win~er pr:actice, the weeks of, rugged ihdoor work- dition of the diamond.
Sta1g netmen sliould have a win:~ outs for the varsi~ty baseball
Perhaps something should be
team, Sunday, March 24 arrived said of the new crew 'since a
ning season.
and brought with ·it some real capsule preview of the team
Schedule '63 Tennis
April
/
spring weather. The clear sky was done last issue.
16-Tues. - U. of Mass. -away brought the squad into the open
Four sophs are among the
23-Tues. - So. Conn. - home air for its first outdoor work- newcomers, namely: Mike Kel26-Fri. - U of Bridg. - away out. It was the first opportunity ley, Bob Batch, Charley Zeig27-Sat. - St. Peter's - home for the players to swing a bat ler and Joe Arcudi. Kelley, from
May
and get a full fledged workout. BC High, is an excellent ball
The fields are still in poor hawk with a strong arm. Bob
3---.Fri. - U of Bridg. - home
'6-Mon. - Holy Cross - away condition and the footing is Batch from Short Hills, New
lO-Fri. - Providence - away treacherous. When one consid- Jersey, shapes up at present as
ll-Sat. - So. Conn. - away
ers that the first contest is in a good possibility at the all-im14-Wed. - FordhaD;l - away less than two weeks (April 6th), portant position of shortstop.
17-Fri. - 18-Sat. Rider
it appears that the weather and Charlie Zeigler, who hails from
Invit. - away
the groundkeepers are a vital Summit, New Jersey, is seeking
the hot corner spot and wields
a powerful bat. "Righty" Joe
Arcudi of Westport lines up as
one of the aces of the pitching
corp.
The other prominent newcomers are seniors John Farrell and
Joe Cuzzola. The former,: a
righty hurler from Bridgeport,
hopes to lend aid to an all
important element of the squad.
Joe Cuzzola, a transfer from St.
Bonaventure, has looked very
impressive at second base.
When asked about the team's
chances this season, co-captain
Don Cook suggested that the
team, by virtue of rough conditioning workouts, is in better
shape than in any other year
since he has been here. Concerning the pitching problem,
he sees that we are still lacking
another sturdy starter to back
NoDoz keeps you mentally Next time monotony makes
up veteran Ed Skibiak. On the
alert with the l;Jllme safe re- you feel drowsy while driving,
condition of the fields, Mr. Cook
fresher found in coffee and working Or" studying, do as
was most outspoken, mentioning
tea. Yet NoDoz is faster, millions do ... perk up with
that the poor condition of the
handier, more reliable. Abso- safe, effective NoDoz tablets.
infield has been the cause of
lutely not habit-forming.
Another fine product of Grove laboratories.
many fielding problems to the
Stag squad.

THE SAFE WAY to stay alert
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Photo by Jay Card

Ed Skibiak gets his throwing arm in shape for the 1963 StagBaseball season.
.
A blistering fastball and a addition to baseball, he also letdeceptive curve are the cre<;len- tered in basketball.
tials of this week's sports perWhen it came time to choose
sonality, Ed Skibiak.
a college Ed passee over baseThis 6'1" Senior, who has ball offers from Florida State
been the arm of the baseball and the University of Virginia
team the past two seasons was preferring the outstanding bioborn in Newark, New Jersey, logy curriculum of this college.
In collegiate baseball compeand now resides in Verona, New
tition, despite a sore arm in his
Jersey.
sophomore year and weak hitBaseball has always been his ting behind him at times, Ed
major interest and his first com- still has managed to record a
petitions came when he played respectable record. His biggest
for the East Oral).ge Midgets at thrill in his favorite sport came
the age of 7. In high school at from his Itwo consecutive shutVerona High "Skibs" was the outs recorded in his sophomore
mainstay of the pitching corps year against the University of
for t.b.ree years as he compiled Hartford and the University of
a 15 and 4 wonf19ss re~ord. In Bridgeport. The former game
------saw him pitching a no-hitter for
8% innings before a scratch
bunt broke up his bid for a hitless performance. When not
called upon to do the pitching,
this righty has handled the first
Last weekend the track team base chores flawlessly and was
concluded its first full time in- the club's third leading batter
door track schedule by travel- last season with a .298 average.
ing to the 8th amlUal New EngBaseball also occupies his
land Relays at the University spare time in the summer for he
of Connecticut where a strong has been a member of a semiYale team lead by Wendell pro team, the Nutley _ (N.J.)
Motley's 6.4, 60-yard dash and Colonels for five seasons. They
48 second quarter mile walked were New Jersey State champs
off with the honors.
in 1961.
.Fairfield enteI:ed the sprint
As to his future plans, Ed
medley and mile relay. Mickey hopes to enroll this fall in the
Kinney's strong anchor half Georgetown University School
mile gave the Stags a seventh of Dentistry to pursue a career
place finish ahead of Boston as a doctor of dental surgery.
College and Pr'ovidence in the
As this season commences, i~
sprint medley. (Bruce Linsky is the hope of the baseball rootmade a very strong showing in er that his pitching success conthe broad jump as his jump of tinues, to enable our baseball,
20'6" left him onl~ Yz inch short team to reap the rewards of a
of qualifying for the finals. Since fine year.
this was his first meet of the
year there are high expectations
for new records in the spring.
On March 16 the Stags participated in the College Track
Fairfield's Mr. Robert Bolger
Conference at Queens College.
will
conduct a billiard clinic this
Fontanella managed a three way
tie for third place in the pole Friday, March 29th, 3 p.m., at
vault.
the Westport Billiard Room. He
Also this winter, Fairfield's will give a brief history of the
thinclads appeared in Madison game as well as' a demonstraSquare Garden for the first time tion of the fundamentals and
in the 1. C. 4. A.'s, as they ran different types of billiards. He
in the A.A.U., handicap 600 and reminds students that this is not
three quarter. Jim Daly falling pool, but billiards.
at the tape in the 600 was nosed
This very important organizaout by N. Y. A. C. for final tional meeting will set up a
qualifications. Mickey Kinney course of instruction and posand John Guerin ran in strong sibly a school team. Mr. Bolger
heats of the 3/4 mile but both has word that other colleges
failed to qualify for the finals. already have carom billiard
With the conclusion of the teams. If enough students are
indoor season the Stags hope to interested, equipment may be
enter outdoors in better shape obtained by the sohool in the
than in previous years, and we future. All those interested see
should see several records fall Mr. Bolger in C-318 if possible,
before the end of the spring but be sure to attend Friday's
season.
meeting.

VConn Relays
Conclude Season

Billiards Anyone?

Norwich Tournament
The still eager Stag hoopsters
with some additions, under the
sponsorship of the Arctic Sport
Shop, recently participated in
an open tournament in Norwich,
Conn. The team' composed of
the retiring seniors, Bobby Jenkins and former DB ace Joe
Yasinski encountered the New
London Longhorns in their first
engagement and won h;mdily as
Frank McAnulty skillfully de-

fended against Wayne Lawrence, former Texas A&M AllAmerican.
In the finals, the Arctic men'
faced the Lehigh Oilers, a team
led by Jim Hadnot, all time
Providence high scorer, and his
ex-teammate, George "slim"
Zalucki along with Mike Cingiser of Brown.
In a thriller, the Oilers won
a 96-95 victory in overtime despite a 25 point effort by Bob
Hutter,
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THE SPORTS DESK
By PETER GARRY

Despite the fact that we closed the basketball season on a sorrowTul note with our first losing season in
many years, this popuJ,ar sport still holds the spotlight
at FaiITield. Among the reasons why basketball stays
as the big topic are the current national college tournaments and the pick-up tournaments such as the Norwioh
Invitational.
Concerning the varsity, our second place finish in
1Jhe Tri-State Lea,gue has helped furnish Bob Hutter,
Nick Macarchuk and Freddy Weismiller with AllLeague honors. Hutter, in ,gathering the most votes of
any player, repeated his membership on the first squad,
and his roommate, Macarohuk, also hatohed a first club ED DELLA BITTA and Pete Garry fight for rebonnd in Haldberth. Weismiller returns again as a second team Hegarty title tilt.
Photo by Jay Card
choice.
Randy Getchis and' J aok Cryan of Rider and Steve
Mallis of Adelphi completed 1Jhe first team. Further
recognition went to our two first team staTs because
they both re'ceived honorable mention on the E.C.A.C.
small college All-East team.

Hald Defeats Hegarty, 58-56
In Capturing Intramural Title

In this sport, the talk at the end of most seasons
about when this growing -school of OUI'S will
depart from the Tri-State League. As it looks now, we
are set for at least two more seasons of Tri~tate competition. If we should leave this league, then where
shrill we go? Are we to ,go independent, or will we be
able to join some league of a better calibre? Playing
in a small lea-gue such as the M.E.C.C.A., whioh has
suoh teams as ~t. Francis, lona, and St. Peter's, would
keep our independent setup and give us the additional
prestige should we win the league. As far as a lea'gue
to enter, Stonehill has a plan for organizing a New England Catholic College League along the lines of the
previously mentioned M.E.C.C.A. This league would
indude Stonehill, St. Anselm's, Assumption, St. Michael's and Fail'field. An added feature of this leaJgue
would be that more than likely the best team would
automatically qualify for the N.C.A.A. small college
regionals. Getting into a league of this type should be
our aim.

The long, hard season is over.
The post-season tournaments
are history. Many sports fans
agree that the tournament finals
are basketball's finest hours.
Fairfield's Intramural Basketball League wrapped up another fine season last Thursday
aftern90n w hen undefeated

ce~ters

SPRING SPORTS
An excellent innovation thi,s spring is the spring
sports calendar which has been prepared by the Cardinal Key. These schedules are available in the gymnasium.
All socially enthusiastic participants of these' spor-ts
ought to take notice of the heavy schedu~e of events on
the weekend of the Dogwood Festival. Since there are
only two social weekends in the whole iyear, I think
that this factor should be kept in mind by the athletic
department.
t

By PAT HURLEY

Willy Hald of the Senior Loop
took on undefeated Bill Hegarty of the Junior Loop. The game
was hard fought, right down to
the final whistle which found
the score at 58-56 with Hald on
top. The best referees are always found calling championship games, and this one was
no exception. Seniors Nick Ma-

carchuk and Ron Riescher did
a fine job.
Sophomore Bill Hegarty drew
first blood on a .long jump shot,
but the score was tied up seconds later on a jumper by Conrad Ferland. This set the tone
for the remainder of the game.
Both teams utilized the fast
break as the i r main· scoring
weapon. Dave Della Bitta was
quite effective off the boards
and added 18 points to round
out a fine season. Bill Hegarty
led his team with 19 points and
some fine ball handling. Brian
Tart added 8 points and came
up with some timely rebounds.
Rich Keane added 7 and Gerry
Wolf added 4 to round out the
scoring for Hegarty.
Senior Willy Hald directed
his team in his usually deliberate manner and coIl e c ted 7
points t6 aid hi~ team's effort.
Pete Clark and G:onrad Ferland
both netted 17 I\oints to pace
the Senior division champions.
Pete Clark was especially effective en his fast drives and sharp
passes. As usual Ferland continued to be deadly from the
outside and timely with his rebounds. Dom Torrillo regained
his touch in the second half and
ended up with 11 points. Pete
Garry (6 points) did a fine job
under the boards against Della
Bitta who had the height advantage..

Three Days For

Softhall Sign-up

No A.F. R.O:I:C. ?

Go A.F.O:r:S.!
These letters stand for Air Force Officer Training School-the gateway to an Air Force career
for ambitious college men who didn't have the
chance to enroll in AFROTe.

FAIRFIELD OFFICE 784 VilLA AVE., COR KINGS HIGHWAY

fia~~._~., . _._ .

w

•••••••••

OPEN
fRIDAYS
TO
8 P.M.

OTS is a tough course. But it's a great opportunity-one that may not always be available.
If you're within 210 days of graduation, we
welcome your application now. We can't guarantee that we'H be able to in a year.

the Aerospace Team. You'll be serving your
country while you get a flyingheadstart on
an exciting career.
The U.S. Air Force is c;lt the forefront of every
vital new technological breakthrough of the
Aerospace Age. It sponsors one of the world's
most advanced research and development
programs-and you can be part of it.

OTS is open to both men and women. i=or
As an Air Force officer, you'll be a leader on information, see your local recruiter.

u. S. Air Force

~r
I
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Debaters Hopeful
With 2-2 Record

Marketi'ng Club Award

March 27. 1~63

$37,000 Received by Univ.;
,Alumni, Glee Club Are Donors

"Twenty years f~m now, barren nations shall become fruitful, raped lands shall yield vi.rgin crops. The free world wIll
Gifts to the University from
Last year's senior class preflourish as the result of the nonJanuary 1 to December, 31, 1962 sented the University with $2,295
Communist nations of the world
,
' and the Glee Club presented
totaled over thirty-seven thou- $2600 on its fifteenth anniversforming an economic communsand dollars. This figure does. ,~.
ity," reads a voice from Good
Counsel.
not include gifts that ,are pledg- ~~.
"Magnificent theory, beautiful
ed but only gifts that have been
rhetoric," rebuts Fairfield, "but
received.
the practicality of this plan The classes of '51, '52 and '53
aye, there's the rub. While raishave set up ten year memorial
ing the level of underdeveloped
Western countries the U.S. is
funds; the amounts received
The Chemistry, Biology, and
weakened, and the main buttress
from each of these classes re- Physics Clubs of Fairfield Uniagiainst Communism' cracks~ If
speotively were, $7,675, $5,783 versi!ty will sponsor an InteTthe
underdeveloped
nations
and $415, The memorial fUlld collegiate Science Forum on Satfor the class of '53 was begun
aren't helped and protected unin November.
urday, April 6.
der my worthy opponent's plan,
The Forum will begin with
the ·gap between the rich and
The classes of J57 and '58 have registration at 9 a.m. This will
the poor w~ll widen and the
started five year memorial be followed by a welcoming
ideal behind the plan is defeatfunds; the two classes have re- speech from 9:45 to 10:00, and
ed. Ac~ording to Adam Clayton
spectively donated $2,293 and a Keynote Address by Dr. J. H.
Powell, the industrious congress$107. The class of '58 initiated Heller of the N.E. Institute of
man from New York . . ."
Marketlnc Club is shown representlnc honorary. mem~ershlp its memorial fund in November. Medical Research. From 11:00
And so the argument rages to Fr. Bohmann. (From L to R) F. Hogan, Bec. Sec.; N. DICerbo,
The Annual Alumni Fund for until 12:45, exhibits will be disacross American campuses. Bud- Treas.; G. Gella, Vice-Pres. Advertising; Fr. Buss,. hon0r:'ry '61-'62 donated $14,561 and by played in the gymnasium
ding young intellectuals argue member' G. O'Connor, Pres.; Fr. Hohmann, Mr. Fitzpatrick,
the end of last year the Annual through the coul'tesy of such
over the economic community honorar~ member; R. Tarantino, Vice-Pres. Membership; B. Alumni Fund for '62-'63 had firms as General Electric, I.B.M.,
in rathskellars and formal de- Christiansen, Corres. Sec.; Mr. Pinkman, Moderator.
received $1,986.
and American Optical Co.
batiJIlg halls throughout our
Luncheon will be served in
land. Fairfield University has Don King, negart:ive showed the
the Loyola Cafeteria from 12:45
joined the general awareness success of the new strategy.
until 1:45 p.m. Immediately folthrough the Bellarmine Debat- Avenging its second loss, the
lowing will be two talks: "Adillig Society. Under the tutelage Bellarmine Society celebrated a
vances in Biomedical Electronof Fr. Albert Reddy, S.J., the victory over Good Counsel by
ics" by Mr. Lawrence Eisenberg
Bellarmine Debating Society oUT own affirmatives, Harry and
of the Rockefeller Institute,
enjoys the second year of its Tom .and the new negative team
"Freedom and Authority in
from 2:00-2:45; and "Recent Adnew life.
of' Tom Reilly and Maurice Russian History," was the topic
vances in Chemistry," given by
Widening i,ts scope this year, O'Sullivan. A pleasing addition of a lecture given on March 12,
Dr. D. J. Wilkins from 3:00-3:45.
the Society has· only been to the tow home debates has 1963, by Dr. Daniel Buczek to
I Both will be held in Gonzaga
checked by inexperience and been the remarkable interest of the Russian Circle of Fairfield
Audi,torium.
lack of membership.
the undergratuate body, notably University. For the .past few
After a coffee break in GonIn November Harry Rissetto among the Freshman Class.
. years Dr. Buczek has headed the
zaga Lounge, Barnes Engineerand Tom Oligino, affirmatives;
. ht 11'St of guest speakers of the RusThe path ahead appears b ng
fi d
R 'll
d T
ing will present 'Ii .movie and
Al Wester
el an
om el y,
.
d e b ators, sl'an Cl'rcle,' and thl's year he
.
. for the Bellarmine
negatives fell before an exper'.K
11
was
agal'n
awarded
honorary
exhibit,
"Downrange Anti-Mise ert
Pa,t Hanley and Russ
A b
M
sile Project," from 4:15-5:00.
enced
1 bertus h agnus t earn. man fill the graduaJtmg
.
Al W es t - membershl'p to the Cl'rcle for the
Following this, Dr. C. P. KaraIn Decem
er, t edefeat
sameat Good
earns erfield's and Tom Rei'11'
1 . outstandl'n'g quality of his lecsuffered
a second
y spaces.
zulas will talk on "Hypnotism
Counsel.
To fulfill Fr. Reddy's plans for tures.
in Dentistry" from 5:15-6:00.
Strengthened by its defeats, a greatly expanded program for
In a few preliminary remarks
From 6:15 until 7:15, dinner will
Fairfield retired to North Ben- next year new members in all Dr. Buczek stated that he will
be served in Loyola Cafeteria.
son Road to develop a new years are needed. Any interest- spend this summer in Poland.
A mixer will begin at 7:30 in
strategy. February's defeat of ed students will find the· debat- He then honored the Circle with
the gymnasium game room.
Albertus Magnus by Harry Ris- ing team practicing and plan- a promise of a first-hand report
The club's moderator is Rev.
setto and Tom Oligino, affirma- ning Thursday afternoons in a which will be given as his first
Gerald Hutchinson, S.J. The gent.,i~v.::e:s-=a:n:d=--=Al_W:..:....:::e.::.st.:..:e:..::r.::.fi_e_ld
__a_n_d-:-c_a_n_i_s_iu_s_c_la_s_s_ro_o_m_._____ lecture this fall when he returns.
eral chairman of the event is
.
Speaking of his plans he menRobert Kelly, '63.
inter-racial groups are either tioned that this trip will enable
Young Dems Feature communist
Those interested are J:equested
or pink. CACCC has him to complete a study of the
"Controversial" Guests attempted to associate Dr. Mar- comparison of Polish and Rus- DOCTOR DANIEL BUCZEK to give their names to Robert
Eagan or John Clune, either at
tin Luther King with pe~ple sian Messianism, an independent
The University's Young De- accused of being commUnIsts. research project which he has noted that this problem of free- the bookstore or in the·comparamocratic Club is planning to
Mr. Nolan Kerschner of SANE been working on for some dom and its historical discus- tive anaJtomy lab.
sponsor two guest speaker ap- has been active in the county, months. This subject will form sion has always been considered
ev's Christian explanation for
pearances on the evenings of organizing SANE groups and the basis of hIs first formal lec- on the practical level.
Discussing the evolution of the the problems of serfdom and
March 28, and April 4. BOOh making
public
appearances. ture to the Russian Circle next
speakers, according to the club SANE's purpose is the elimi- year.
idea of collectivity in Russian autocracy in the nineteenth cenpn'!sident, J'ames TrOWbridge, nation of the a~ms race, ail~ if
After having asked the ques- history, Dr. Buczek pointed out tury, Dr. Buczek pointed out that
'613, are from "controversial or- this is not pOSSible, the realIza- tion, "What is freedom to the that the land, which was always for Chaadayev true liberty
g'anizations."
tion of certain measures to re- Russian?" Dr. Buczek began his regarded as the common enemy, would emerge only when the
The first lecturer will be Mr. duce the threat of nuclear war. lecture by pointing out that this belonged to those who had con- church as a sociality, an amorE. J. McCallum, Jr., president
Mr. McCallum will appear on problem on the theoretical level quered it, Le., to the community phous union of all who believe
of the Citizens Anti~Communist March 28. Mr. Kerschner will has never been regarded by the and no one in particular. He fUr- in God, moved toward the kingCommittee of Connecticut. The appear April 4. Both. will speak Russian as important. He stated ther explained that from the be- dom of God. Concluding with his
second speaker will be Mr. in C-201 at 7 p.m.
that the Russian simply tends ginning there had been a rejec- thesis, he stated that in the light
Nolan Kerschner, executive diThe Young Democrats wish not to think in the abstract. Trac- tion of individualism in the Rus- of this argument freedom for the
rector of the Fairfield County to state that their sponsorship ing the development of the sian tradition, and that facing Russian cannot be understood in
Committee for a Sane Nuclear of OAC.CC and SAtNE speakers concept of freedom from the the Russian vastness was always terms of the individual but only
in terms of the community, the
Policy.
does not imply approval of sixteenth century with the dis- a community project.
sociality.
After
a
discussion
of
Chaadaypute between Prince Kurbsky
Mr. McCallum's group has either organization's views.
been called "~i:ghtist" and. worse
Nominations for next years' and Ivan the Terrible do~n
by so~e cntIcs, a~cordmg to officers will be held Thursday, through the ninetee.nt~ With
Trowbr?~ge. The ~lterature ,of March 27. Elections for club Chaadayev's explanatIon of the
the C:ltIzens AntI-Co~munIst officers will be held April 4.
problem of serfdom, Dr. Buczek
Committee of ConnectIcut has I;;~~~~~~
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JIFFY LAUNDROMAT
Open 24 Hrs. -

Your Best Bet

20e Wash -

7 Days a Week

tOe Dry

located directly behind A8cP liquor store on
THE POST ROAD. FAIRFIELD. CONN.
CLearwater 9-9082

• FOR SCHOOL FASHIONS
• FOR SPORTS FASHIONS
• FOR DRESS FASHIONS
On and Off
the Campus

DRINK PEPSI
J -

It's

BRIDGEPORT

GREEN COMET
DINER

Kings Highway Rt. lA

"TOPS IN TOWN"

Exit 24 Conn. Tpk.

90 Kings Highway Cutoff
Fairfield, Conn.

FO 7-4404

ED 3-9555 - FO 8-9471

Take Conn. Thruway
Exits 23 or 24

MOTOR INN

A Convenient
Stop For Your
Friends and Relatives
Just 5 minutes from campus
Recommended by AAA

